


     

      









             

               









 

            

              

 

              







          

             

              

                 

           







   

    

      

   

     

of caves

.

This 

deformation

Move the sentence to the end of the abstract.

I would prefer: studies on possible effects of earthquake on karstic landforms and features

change as "...can provide a useful contribution in discovering..."

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
seismically

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
not strictly

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
can be

thus

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
hints







                 



 



                

                   











                   



     

             

              





                 





       

              

                

   



          











           

    

      

   

     

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
factors

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
rule out

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
issue





                   





                







                 

         



       



                

            



             











              

        





              

            



 



       



      

    

      

   

     

,

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
A few

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
"actual" means "real, true". I guess the authors mean "present-day". If so, please change throughout the manuscript when needed.

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
can represent

Not clear. Rephrase, please.

strenghtening 

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
derived

,

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
present-day

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
Major 

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
confined

Here, it appears the authors refer to the regional oblique thrust ramps. Change as "The NW-SE-trending active normal fault systems are responsible..." 





                 





                



      

              

          





                 

           



           

              



             



  





                  

                  





 







        



 



    

      

   

     

invert references

The fault is referred to as "Mt. Morrone fault" in some of the cited references. A would suggest to add both the names.





























         























             



                







                  

   

              

    

      

   

     

that might have altered the karstic landforms and features of the cave.

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
Rephrase as "We observed that...".

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
sudden deformation events 

s





                     

                  











                













                  













  





                



                     



                   

           



       



     

    

      

   

     

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
This rises questions...

as above

very intersting observation! This could be the effect of deep seated gravitational deformations acting on the cave. See my general comments, point 1, on this.

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
similar

roughly

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
strong seismic shaking







                 

      

                      

                     



                  

               

   



                

 

                 

                 

      





                 



  





 

                



                  









        



                  

    

      

   

     

I suggest to move this part above, as it is a nice description of concretion characteristics, but it appears "out of the blue", not related to what precedes. This part could be moved before the descrition of the chronological achievements.





               





            

  





                







                   



            





                 

               

        



                 

                 



  





            



  

                  



               

        

    

      

   

     

See my general comments on this (point 2)

Barra

See my general comments (point 2).

,

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
are still debated issues.

Too colloquial. I would change in "we now discuss about possible causes of the observed features."

,













                     



                       





     

       

                   

                 





 

                 

               



      



   









         





             

          

                  

               



    

      

   

     

Ground cracks (shown in figure 4b) and horizontal offset of spelethems (page 6, lines 16-17) could also testify to deep seated gravitational deformation.

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
deformation

geochemical







         





 





            

                    

              

  

     





               



 









                 



                 

 



               

     



                 

        





    

      

   

     

Barra

Testo di sostituzione
could make

italic

Besides my concerns about chronology, as no direct evidence for this are available, the authors have to add a much higher degree of uncertainty  "...which could have also triggered...".

Questionable, at least. See my general comments at point 3.

See my general comments.









                 

              

 

 

                













                 





               











               













     



    

      

   

     

"have to" is not acceptable. See my general comments, point 5.







        



               







          



                 

         









             



     













     









  

               



    

      

   

     











 



             



    



           







  



























      



                





            



    

      

   

     







             

          



 



               















                 









                 











                





                



        



  



    

      

   

     





















           



    







    



              











      





            



    



     



              



    

      

   

     





    













               







               











                

              



                







        





             





    

      

   

     





                    












                  

           






    

      

   

     





                   





          


    

      

   

     

Indicate the tips (A-A') of the cross-section, as they are on the map.

Add "trace of geological cross-section".

The authors should discuss about the possible gravitational origin of the normal faults. It would be very important.





                  

                    



                  


    

      

   

     

Show which part of the above picture it refers to.

Indicate which stalagmites in picture d it refers to.







   

                

                  




    

      

   

     





                    

                 



                       


    

      

   

     







                    

       


 





    

      

   

     

Specify that calibrated age are here indicated as "age B.C." plus 1950 (reference age).





                 



                    


     



              

            


                    



    

      

   

     

See my general comments on this.


